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GRAEME BELL AT 75: RELUCTANT JAZZ COMPOSER 

by Eric Myers* 

__________________________________________________________ 

[This article appeared in the October, 1989, edition of the APRA Magazine.] 

he achievements of Graeme Bell's career are well-documented, no better than 

in his own autobiography Graeme Bell: Australian Jazzman, published in 

1988. During the 1940s he and a number of musicians grouped around him in 

Melbourne pioneered the traditional jazz movement in that city, before his 

Australian Jazz Band travelled in 1947 to the World Youth Festival in Prague, 

Czechoslovakia.  

 

 

Graeme Bell’s autobiography, published in 1988… 

________________________________________________________ 

* When this was written in 1989, Eric Myers was a freelance writer who had been 

jazz critic with the Sydney Morning Herald, 1980-82, and with The Australian, 

1983-87. He was also then a government-funded National Jazz Co-Ordinator. 
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They went on to England where they opened the Leicester Square Jazz Club, which 

revolutionised British music by offering jazz, for the first time, as a dance music, 

rather than a sedate, intellectual pursuit. The Bell band almost singlehandedly 

created the momentum in England and Europe for the so-called 'trad revival' of the 

1950s and 1960s.  

 

 

L-R, UK trumpeter Humphrey Lyttelton, his wife Patricia, jazz writer Sinclair 
Traill, Graeme Bell, Roger Bell in Leicester Square Jazz Cub, 1948…  
PHOTO CREDIT GEORGE KONIG 
 
As Bruce Johnson has written: "The Bell band had been the first major cultural 

export from Australia to Europe. In many parts of Europe it was the first jazz band 

heard live, and it inspired the formation of bands and jazz clubs in its wake... If Bell's 

career had finished at this point (1948) he would already have been the most 

influential figure in the history of Australian jazz." * 

With slight changes in the original personnel, the Bell band toured England and 

Europe once again on a monumental 18-month tour, from November 1950 to April 

1952. They gave BBC broadcasts, Royal Command performances, recorded with 

Humphrey Lyttelton, and generally played to packed houses.  

After arriving back in Australia, this historic band lasted until the mid-1950s, by 

which time the musicians had become household names in Australian music, and 

were afforded the sort of adulation which is now enjoyed by pop stars.  

_____________________________________________________ 

*See Bruce Johnson, “Oxford Companion to Australian Jazz”, OUP, 1987, p 101, and 

his article “Is There An Australian Jazz?” (Parts I & II), in Jazz Magazine, 

December, 1981 and January/February, 1982. The latter two articles are 

reproduced on this website at this link https://ericmyersjazz.com/essays-page-24. 

https://ericmyersjazz.com/essays-page-24
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The rest of Graeme Bell's career has not lacked similar lustre. After moving to Sydney 

from Melbourne in 1957, he was a leading figure in the trad boom of the 1960s, and 

had his own television show on ATN7, Trad Pad. His band the Graeme Bell All Stars 

has been an institution in Australian jazz since that time, and is working today, with 

Graeme still an energetic performer at 75 years old. He received the MBE for services 

to Australian music in 1978.  

 

 

On the set of ATN7’s Trad Pad, 1962, L-R, John Allen (bass), Alan Geddes (drums), 

Bell (piano), Laurie Gooding (clarinet), Bob Barnard (trumpet), Norm Wyatt 

(trombone), Harry Harman (banjo)… PHOTO COURTESY GRAEME BELL AUSTRALIAN 

JAZZMAN 

So, Graeme Bell is an exceedingly talented man, best-known as a pianist, bandleader 

and entertainer. But he has other abilities which, given other career circumstances, 

he could very well have cultivated. He could have been, for example, a first-rate 

painter, having shown conspicuous talent in the 1930s.  

"Art was something that I did before the jazz, really," Graeme said in a recent 

interview. "I was still doing a bit of it when I got into jazz seriously, but it withered 

away. The jazz was exciting, and it was great fun, and there were others involved, 

whereas painting can be a lonely business on your own and, when you're young, it's 

nice to do things with other people. So, the jazz really took over. After about 1946 I'd 

already more or less stopped painting. Only about one or two times in my career I 

might have picked up a sketch book."  

To get himself going again, Graeme went to the Waverley-Woollahra Art Centre and 

enrolled in some classes; as a result, he exhibited his first paintings in the Waverley 

Art Exhibition in August, 1989. In addition to painting, Graeme Bell also might well 

have been a much more prolific composer. Not that he doesn't have a substantial 

number of excellent compositions to his credit. But, the composing he has done 
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throughout his musical career has been functional rather than creative; that is, he 

wrote tunes when they were needed for his bands, not in order to follow a pure desire 

to create.  

Graeme had been active as a professional jazz musician since 1938, so, when he 

produced his first major composition, Czechoslovak Journey, in 1947, he and his 

friends had had about a decade of playing American jazz classics and standards. In 

order to perform new material, it seemed logical to start composing. Lu Watters and 

the other American revivalists, who had some influence on the Bells, composed their 

own works, so that encouraged the Australians to write.  

 

 

Graeme Bell & his Australian Jazz Band performing in Czechoslovakia in 1947, L-R, 

Lou Silbereisen (bass), Jack Varney (guitar), Bell (piano), Ade Monsbourgh 

(trombone), Roger Bell (trumpet), Pixie Roberts (clarinet), Russ Murphy (drums, is 

obscured at rear)… PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 

In the context of the mid-1940s in Melbourne, it is important to realise how unique 

this was, that Australian jazz musicians were composing their own works. This was 

some 20 years before the emergence of substantial Australian jazz composition. 

Graeme, his trumpeter brother Roger Bell, the multi-instrumentalist Ade 

Monsbourgh, and the other musicians, were very much pioneers in the development 

of an Australian jazz repertoire. This was not merely a matter of producing original 

works, but also a matter of expressing an Australian spirit through the music. In their 

own way, the members of the Bell band made great strides in the development of an 

Australian identity in their branch of the arts in this country.  

"The big thing to point out is that all of us in that early band believed that we should 

create a lot of our own material, just like The Beatles did in the 1960s," says Graeme. 

"I don't know of any early jazz bands in Australia that thought that way. We always 

felt producing our own tunes was a big thing to do, and we encouraged one another 

to do it."  
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L-R, Roger Bell, Graeme Bell & Ade Monsbourgh: they were very much pioneers in 

the development of an Australian jazz repertoire… PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 

When the Bell band was overseas, there was a conscious feeling in the band that they 

were presenting Australian music. Graeme remembers that a good one-third of the 

band's program was original.  

"In those days there was Czechoslovak Journey, Rocking Horse Rag, Bull Ant Blues 

and Bell's Boogie — those were four of mine that were constantly done; then, of Ade 

Monsbourgh's, Shabby Gal Rag and Is That the Way?; my brother's Tessa's Blues 

and Woodbourne Strut; and Bud Baker's Big Walkabout."  

In their desire to compose, Graeme and his colleagues were encouraged by their 

knowledge that the Adelaide musician Dave Dallwitz was composing and, while they 

were overseas, Dallwitz sent them a complete arrangement of his tune Nullarbor. 

Giving their tunes Australian names was done consciously. But the musicians were 

sometimes surprised that critics identified, in the music itself, a unique Australian 

spirit.  

"As far as the actual style of playing was concerned, I would say that was more 

unconscious," says Graeme. "But it did come with an Australian flavour, according to 

the critics. We couldn't really see it at the time; we were a bit too close to the subject 

to analyse our own music. But as far as the tunes were concerned, we did try to 

suggest an Australian flavour, not only in the title but in the music itself.” 
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Adelaide composer Dave Dallwitz: while the Bell band was overseas, he sent them a 

complete arrangement of his tune Nullarbor...PHOTO COURTESY JOHN DALLWITZ & 

OXFORD COMPANION TO AUSTRALIAN JAZZ 

"We were very pro-Australian, without being overt about it; we were proud of it."  

On the group's second overseas tour, the musicians took away a handful of pennies to 

give away as souvenirs, because the penny had a kangaroo on the back of it. 

Monsbourgh took over a digger's hat, and wore it with aplomb.  

Graeme Bell has some interesting background information on a number of his 

compositions throughout the years. Czechoslovak Journey, for example, was 

recorded in Prague first in 1947, then a second time in England. The critics were 

fooled by this tune, says Graeme. "They concluded that Graeme Bell had absorbed 

the Slavic flavour of music during his four months in Czechoslovakia," he says. "The 

joke is that it was composed in my upstairs teaching studio in Bourke Street, 

Melbourne, before I'd ever been out of Australia. That's quite a good story."  

The Lizard, again one of Graeme's first compositions, has an interesting history. 

"There's a format in jazz just the same as the 12-bar-blues, starting on the dominant 

seventh, which we used to call the C seventh stomp... No-one seems to bother about 

that format these days, but in those days we used to say; 'Let's improvise on the C 

seventh stomp. There was no title, no tune really, it was just pure improvisation. But 

I did a special sort of introduction on piano which we kept in, and when we recorded 

it for Regal Xonophone, the recording bloke at EMI said, 'You must have a name for 

it'. I said, 'Yeah, we'll call it The Lizard' — once again an Australian title."  

Goanna March was so named because it suggested a large goanna lumbering along. 

"I composed that and arranged it in Melbourne, and we started playing it there, and 

subsequently recorded it. I've just had a letter from the Ballarat trumpet player Bob 
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Pattie, who plays lead trumpet with Steve Waddell's Creole Bells in Melbourne, and 

he's asked me to send him the lead line and harmonies for Goanna March; they want 

it for their band."  

 

 

Graeme Bell’s main piano influences were Jess Stacy (above) and Joe Sullivan 

(below)… SULLIVAN PHOTO CREDIT WILLIAM P GOTTLIEB 

 

If one listens to Graeme Bell's compositions one after another, one notices a large 

component of ragtime and so-called 'boogie-woogie' in his music. As the 1920s and 

1930s did not see a flood of jazz records from overseas — in fact, it was not until that 

1950s that jazz records were imported on any large scale — I wondered how Graeme 

encountered these early influences.  
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"We knew the name Scott Joplin," says Graeme. "We knew he was supposed to be the 

greatest ragtime composer of all, but the only piece I'd ever heard of his was Maple 

Leaf Rag. I admit the ragtime influence, but I don't know where I got it from, really. 

My main piano influences were Jess Stacey and Joe Sullivan and, to a lesser degree, 

Fats Waller, Earl Hines... all those people."  

Graeme thought a little more. "I think I know what it was. When the Lu Watters San 

Francisco band came on the scene (in the 1940s), they used to feature quite a bit of 

ragtime stuff from the pianist Wally Rose; he recorded a few of these ragtime pieces, 

and I'm pretty sure that's what gave me the idea. At that time, we used to use it with 

banjo, bass, and drums playing on the woodblocks.  

 

 

US pianist Wally Rose: his ragtime pieces influenced Graeme Bell… PHOTOGRAPHER 

UNKNOWN 

"So, that'd be the major influence and, having been classically trained, ragtime suited 

me; I seemed to be able to do it easily, and I did quite a lot of it. Some of those 

compositions were originally composed for piano, and then expanded for band."  

Jumbuck Jamboree was composed for a get-together in Melbourne between the Bell 

band and the Dave Dallwitz bands. Dallwitz and his musicians were travelling to 

Sydney to record and were going home to Adelaide via Melbourne. Graeme wrote the 

piece to be played by the combined musicians from the two bands.  

Apples Be Ripe and Take A Note From The South were written in England for a get-

together between the Bell band and the Humphrey Lyttelton band, while Graeme and 

his band were on their second overseas tour. Both Bell and Lyttelton were under 

contract to Parlophone and, at that time, Graeme and his wife and daughter were 

living with Lyttelton, who suggested that he and Graeme do some recordings 

together. Lyttelton couldn't arrange, but he offered to compose half the tunes, and 

Graeme could compose the other half, and arrange them all.  
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Graeme Bell at the piano with British trumpeter Humphrey Lyttelton, London, 

1948: Lyttelton suggested that he and Graeme do some recordings together… 

PHOTO CREDIT GEORGE KONIG 

"So, whenever his band and my band were on the same bill, we'd get together and 

play these tunes," says Graeme. "It was the first time ever at the London Jazz Club, 

which was the home of traditionalism in those days, that music was ever seen on the 

stage. The patrons were quite aghast when the musicians put their parts down. By 

this time the musicians half knew their parts anyway, so they just put them on the 

floor for a bit of reference. But the people were amazed to see music for the first 

time."  

Molly The Monk, a straight-ahead, very swinging tune, was recorded in 1964 live at 

the Chevron Hotel in Sydney, where the Graeme Bell All Stars were resident for some 

two years. This composition was dedicated to Molly, a monkey at the zoo in 

Melbourne. "She was alive for a long long time, and was quite an identity for 

Melbourne people", says Graeme. "Everyone knew about this 'Molly the monk'. If 

someone was a bit drunk the night before, there was an expression 'You were a bit 

Molly last night.' So, when I wrote this tune, it was just a case of looking for a catchy 

title, actually; it had nothing to do with the music."  
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In the mid-1970s Graeme received an Australia Council grant to do some research on 

jazz in North America, and went to Canada first, on his way to New Orleans, New 

York and San Francisco. While there he worked with some Canadian musicians, and 

a recording session was arranged; they did the session in a bar called Malloney's Bar. 

So, Graeme recorded a boogie number, one of his compositions Malloney's Boogie, 

at the request of the Canadian musicians.  

This One's For Eric was recorded in 1980: "I had it in mind that it was time I 

dedicated something to (the jazz broadcaster) Eric Child," Graeme explains. "This 

was at the time he was nearing the end of being on staff at the ABC. He'd been a long-

time friend of mine, ever since I lived in Brisbane in 1954, when I first met him. He 

was quite touched by it."  

 

 

ABC broadcaster Eric Child (right, pictured here in 1979 with US 

trombonist/bandleader Turk Murphy (left) and Australian pianist/journalist Dick 

Hughes: Child was “quite touched” by Bell’s composition This One's For Eric… 
PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY AUSTRALIAN JAZZ MUSEUM 

Here's One For Jim, dedicated to another ABC jazz broadcaster, Jim McLeod, is a 

rather dark, melancholy piece that returns, alternatively, to major and minor keys. 

This one and Blue Mist were both piano solos written in the mid-1980s at the request 

of the late George Anning for the Jazz Action Society Original Composition 

Competitions. The only recordings that exist were done by Graeme as piano solos at 

home. Blue Mist, in particular, is much more adventurous harmonically, in fact 

startlingly different, to anything he has written before.  

These compositions suggest not only that Graeme Bell could well have had a far more 

substantial output as a composer, but also that he has more advanced musical ideas 

that were not developed while he was working within the conventional limitations of 

traditional jazz.  

In his attitude to composition, Graeme took the view of most jazz musicians: if there 

wasn't a band to play the music, then why write it? Also, he had to keep in mind the 

tastes of the audiences.  
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"I've never really had a vehicle for more adventurous music, I suppose," he says now. 

"When you've got a band, and you're in it professionally, you're playing safe to a 

certain degree, because of public acceptance — you're always hoping to get the gig 

again. So you don't play too much that is hard for the public to assimilate —although 

I used to sneak in tunes like Justine, which I wrote over 20 years ago; that showed 

that sometimes my writing was a little bit ahead of my playing."  

These more innovative pieces may well appear on a solo piano record that is 

Graeme's next project. He has been doing a lot of solo piano work recently, and 

people have been asking if he has a piano record available.  

In the twilight of his career, Graeme Bell can look back on as many substantial 

achievements as any figure in the history of Australian jazz. Not the least of his 

legacies is the traditional jazz movement in Australia, which still maintains strong, 

self-sufficient societies in all capital cities, and in some provincial centres around 

Australia. The Australian Jazz Convention, the annual meeting-place of Australia's 

traditionalists, which Graeme had a key role in establishing in 1946, has gone from 

strength to strength. The Convention is the longest-running jazz festival in the world 

today.  

 

 

“Where's jazz going? I don't know. It's becoming a special event”… 

Graeme betrays a certain bewilderment about where jazz is going at the moment: 

"It's a funny game this jazz now, isn't it? What's happening? Where's it going? I don't 

know. It's becoming a special event." Graeme notes that much of the regular work in 

city hotels and clubs has disappeared through so-called 'development'. Increasingly, 

only the 'name' jazz artists are getting lucrative work.  

"Now there's this cabaret/showbiz jazz coming in, which is good entertainment," says 

Graeme. "I have no objection to that, and I feel like writing an article for the Sydney 

Jazz Club Quarterly Rag, urging the jazz bands, particularly the young amateur 

ones, who don't know how to present themselves, to go and see these groups, and 

then they might realise why they're not getting so much work."  
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Looking back on his long career, Graeme sometimes feels astonished that he was able 

to achieve so much in jazz which, when he took it up seriously, was such an obscure 

art form in this country. "In the early days, we had no expectations at all," says 

Graeme, "other than to be allowed to play the music we loved. That's all. If somebody 

wanted to listen to it, and pay us for it, well that was a bonus.  

"As a matter of fact, it was with raised eyebrows and surprise, that we received every 

accolade... 'Gosh, is this right, is this us?' we thought. Our initial idea was to play, just 

because we liked it; we had no pretensions at all."  

This engaging outlook helped to take Graeme Bell to the very top of the jazz and 

entertainment industries, so that now he can look back on some marvellous times. 

Incidentally, he has an armoury of good stories, many of which are in his 

autobiography.  

One of my favourites, included in the book, concerns the quick wit of his brother 

Roger. When the Bell band performed for the then Princess Elizabeth — the future 

Queen — at their Royal Command performance in 1952, Roger Bell, as always, had 

occasion to put down the trumpet and play the washboard. The members of the band 

were introduced to the Royal Party after the performance, whereupon Princess 

Elizabeth asked Roger Bell if he had any problems with that rather peculiar 

instrument, the washboard. "No, ma'm," Roger replied, "only the way people look at 

me when I'm carrying it on the bus."  

 

 

Presented to HRH Princess Elizabeth by Lord Donegall at London’s Royal Festival 
Hall in July, 1951. L-R, Deryck Guyler (compere), Humphrey Lyttelton, Joe Daniels, 
Mick Mulligan, Graeme Bell, Alan Radcliffe… PHOTO COURTESY GRAEME BELL 
AUSTRALIAN JAZZMAN 
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GRAEME BELL: LIST OF COMPOSITIONS 1947-89 
Airway Boogie  
Apples Be Ripe  
Autumn Song  
Balthazar  
Bell's Boogie  
The Big Bad Banksia Man [Graeme & Roger Bell]  
Blue Mist  
Blues For Two [Graeme Bell/Don Burrows]  
Blues Vaclayskeho Na  
Bottle-Top Blues  
Bull Ant Blues  
Celestial Blues  
Chicken & Almonds  
Come Skiffle Chicken  
Corroboree In Dixie  
Czechoslovak Journey  
Dixie Drum Jazz [Graeme Bell/Alan Geddes]  
Extempore  
Festival Rag  
Get It Fixed  
Get It Right  
Goanna March  
The Happy Cavaliers  
Here's One For Jim  
Improvisations  
Jazzin' Thru The Streets  
Jumbuck Jamboree  
Just Jazz  
Justine  
Long John C  
The Lizard  
Malloney's Boogie  
Mollie The Monk  
North American Journey  
Parade Of Fools  
Peacock & The Ginger Cat  
Petals Theme  
Rocking Horse Rag  
Semperdi Delia  
Send Me A Postcard  
She Wore 'Em  
Skiffle Board Blues  
Square Dance Rag  
Surprise Appearance  
Take A Note From The South  
This One's For Eric  
 
 
 


